S
ocial media is increasingly an outlet for customers to discuss their service experiences. A 2014 survey by VentureBeat Insight found that we complain 879 million times a year on social networking sites. 1 Companies such as Dell, Verizon, and Comcast have dedicated service personnel on platforms such as Twitter in order to make sure these complaints are not going unanswered and consequently diminishing the brand's reputation. 2 Yet a recent survey showed that only 16% of librarians view social networking sites (SNS) as having an "extremely important" customer service function as a tool to solicit complaints, suggestions, inquiries, and feedback. The overall knowledge gathering via this method has also been described as "underused and underexplored" among libraries. 3 As Lydelle Gunton and Kate Davis noted, "Outside of libraries, there is a general awareness of the need to listen in to chatter in social media spaces in order to monitor brand and reputation, and importantly, to respond to customers and engage in dialogue with them. In this way, [social media] becomes a channel for service recovery, through which organisations can proactively address the concerns of customers." 4 On the Murray State University (MSU) campus, a social media application called Yik Yak gained popularity among students in 2015. Curiosity led a few librarians to download the app, and we were surprised to discover that our libraries were frequently a topic of discussion. Users posed questions about our hours or services or complained about the facilities or resources. Monitoring the feed has enabled us to surreptitiously eavesdrop on the user experience and to potentially use what we learn to improve our services.
What is Yik Yak?
Yik Yak is a free mobile app that essentially creates a "local bulletin board" where users can pose questions, make jokes, brag about their exploits, or get support from a virtual community that is defined by the geographic location of your mobile phone. 5 It is available for both iOS and Android devices. Posts are referred to as yaks, and users can upvote yaks they like or exchange replies with the original poster. Geofencing restricts the conversation to a "herd" of users within a 1.5-to 10-mile radius. Yaks that are deemed offensive, unimportant, or negative can be removed from the feed permanently with downvotes from five users.
When it launched in 2013, the app touted the anonymity it offered users. But like JuicyCampus in the late 2000s, this 
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feature opened the door for cyberbullying and cruelty. In response, Yik Yak focused its target audience to users 18 and older and disabled the app on school campuses below the college level. 6 Yik Yak further tries to restrict gossip by banning posts that contain personally identifiable information such as names, phone numbers, or social media profiles and prompting users to think carefully about whether a "yak is cool to post" if it contains threatening or abusive language. In addition to selfpolicing through community downvoting, users can flag posts as abusive, offensive, or sexually explicit and ban users who are repeat offenders.
By January 2016, Yik Yak had spread to more than 2,000 college campuses in the United States. This happened even as 72 women's and civil rights groups have pressured the federal government to protect students from online harassment through Yik Yak and similar products. 7 Recently integrated Yik Yak features have reduced the strict anonymity that had been the app's trademark, enabling users to post under self-selected handles and to enter private chats with others. However, posting or replying entirely anonymously is still an option for those who prefer it.
What we learned
We began systematically capturing any mention of Waterfield (our main library), Pogue (MSU's special collections library), or the word library, on the local Yik Yak feed during a six-month period from November 1, 2015, through May 15, 2016. There is no way to archive yak transcripts as text, so screenshots were captured on iPhones and then typed into an Excel spreadsheet. It is impossible to say whether this was every library yak during the time period because yaks could have been downvoted or fallen off the main feed in between the times we checked the app each day (morning, afternoon, evening, and night). In total, we collected 51 questions about library services asked on Yik
Three librarians then coded each yak in the feedback category as being positive, negative, or neutral. Overwhelmingly, the comments that were posted were viewed as negative (85%). The complaints mostly confirmed problems that we already had identified and were related to our main building, which was a student center before being converted to a library in the late 1970s. Students voiced their frustrations about classmates who did not respect noise zones (15%), the lack of computers, tables, and electrical outlets (14%), fluctuations in the building temperature (13%), the state of the library bathrooms (5%), and even how the library smelled (4%). The most frequently asked questions were about Waterfield Library hours (16%) and how they could use the copiers, printers, and scanners in our main computer lab (9%).
Takeaways that can be parsed from the yaks include:
• Daily hours were not immediately identifiable to users on the library website. The hours also were not properly displaying when searched in Google during the spring 2016 semester, a situation we have since fixed.
• Signage could be improved for the location of the bathrooms and the copy machines. The copy machines might benefit from directions similar to those currently on the scanners as Generation Z students become less familiar with this technology.
• More computers would be beneficial, and we might want to explore policies about the type of computer usage permitted during peak times in the semester. Another alternative might be creating additional stand-up, 15-minute work stations to allow students to print quickly when they are short on time.
• Students like the different noise zones and are fierce about enforcing the quiet areas, but perhaps they could use a little more help from staff in this ongoing battle. More computers in areas that are considered quiet zones would be welcome.
• The appropriateness of napping in public is a surprisingly divisive issue among students. Perhaps we should follow the lead of other libraries and install nap pods. 8 In all, these topics might be worth discussing as part of the user experience and institutional planning priorities. We know that we have too few seats, study rooms, and even computers. The electrical limitations of our current building s e v e r e l y c o nstrain our efforts to increase the number of outlets, although we had already attempted to remedy this during a remodeling project in summer 2014 that added chairs with outlets and USB sites. The bathrooms on all three floors of the library were remodeled in fall 2015.
Overall, the complaints show that we have an aging building that does not meet all of the needs of modern students. A capital project to build a new main library at MSU has been tabled in favor of renovating and expanding the existing building. Even this project has no concrete timeline because of state and university budget issues. Could data collected from Yik Yak be used to persuade administrators to prioritize a new library or simply to show how essential the library is for our students? Perhaps, particularly if combined with more traditional data gathered through surveys or focus groups. Unfortunately, Yik Yak's anonymity means we cannot tell h o w m a n y o f our users are c o m p l a i n i n g , or whether it is the same person griping over and over, or even whether library staff members are the source of the complaints (after all, there would be no way to prove it wasn't us).
Conclusion
Although some librarians might f e a r t h a t s t udents will view collecting information shared on social media as an intrusion into their private space, Ana Isabel Canhoto and Moira Clark found that concern may no longer be valid. "Customers have gone beyond accepting that firms eavesdrop on social media conversations. Instead, they expect companies to interact with them and to offer support across an array of platforms, even those not traditionally thought of as a business channel, for example Facebook." 9 Indeed, some users view complaining on social media as a way to influence outcomes. 10 If we are not listening, how will students know we are responsive to their needs? 
